As more consumers turn to native digital content and become more willing to pay for it, media companies must adopt a native-first mindset.
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Media consumers who prefer native digital content now make up nearly half the audience for entertainment in developed markets and more than a third of the audience for publishing and online services. In developing markets, those percentages are slightly lower, but trending in the same direction. These consumers who, regardless of age, favor content and services that have been designed and distributed exclusively through digital (and especially mobile) channels, are transforming not only entertainment but also publishing and services (see Figure 1). Perhaps most important for media companies, a younger cohort among these consumers says that it is increasingly willing to pay for content.

These are among the findings of Bain’s annual survey of media use across global markets. Bain’s 2014 report focused on the rise of these consumers who prefer native digital (as opposed to digitized) content; we call them Generation #hashtag. Our 2015 study found that Generation #hashtag has grown to nearly half. For media companies, long-term success depends on understanding these consumers and their media preferences, and a clear understanding of monetization trends can help them form their strategic plans.

Mastering the new monetization model requires a sharp focus on five imperatives:

- Rethink content strategy
- Secure distribution routes
- Embrace the new rules of advertising
- Capture and make good use of consumer data
- Revise the M&A toolkit

Survey results: Understanding media preferences

Three traits characterize native digital formats and set them apart from earlier digital and analog media: mobility, ubiquity and context.

- Mobile devices forced the redesign of the user interface, experience and content itself, changing the way providers present digital content and services to consumers—for example, from web pages to apps and from 16:9 to vertical video.

- Ubiquitous connectivity means that consumers are “always on,” able to consume and manipulate dynamic content in the cloud, and that they are in social contact at all times.

- Finally, pervasive metadata adds new context to content and service experiences. For example, geolocation makes it possible to filter and curate what consumers see and to match them with advertisers and relevant service providers.

These new rules of the road and the opportunities they created became the driving force behind the growth of Generation #hashtag (see Figure 2).

Mobile device penetration powers native digital consumption in developing as well as developed markets. Native digital consumption is nearly as high in developing markets as in developed ones, despite the historical fact that developing-market consumers lagged behind those in developed markets in adopting digitized media (the second wave). In many places, consumers will skip this second wave, leapfrogging from physical directly to native digital content (see Figure 3). In some markets where (legal) distribution of physical media never took hold, native digital media may even represent the first legitimate platform for consumers to access content and services. In China, a generation of gamers who never had access to consoles—until recently, the government had banned them throughout most of the country—embraced mobile games, helping to make Tencent the world’s biggest gaming company by revenue, far outstripping more established players such as Electronic Arts, Activision, Sony and Microsoft.

Entertainment has passed a point of no return in its transition to native digital, with 47% of consumers making up Generation #hashtag across video, music and games in the US and Western Europe, and 37% across developing markets. The music industry is moving particularly fast, with native streaming surpassing CDs in the US in 2014, according to the Recording Industry Asso-
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**Figure 1:** Three generations of media for entertainment, publishing and services show the evolution from physical to digitized and native digital

- **Physical**
  - Entertainment: Physical media: CDs, DVDs and cartridges; Linear television
  - Publishing: Print newspapers and magazines; Physical books
  - Services: Print publications: local directories, classifieds; Physical agencies and service retail

- **Digitized**
  - Entertainment: MP3, video and game downloads; Catch-up TV, video on demand
  - Publishing: Websites and apps of established print brands; Individual downloads of e-books
  - Services: Online directories; Digital classified sites; Business-to-consumer online booking, ticketing platforms

- **Native digital**
  - Entertainment: Music, video streaming; Analytics-driven curation; Mobile, casual games
  - Publishing: News aggregators and pure players; User-curated, collaborative publishing platforms; Self-publishing and subscription service e-books
  - Services: Consumer-to-consumer marketplaces; Social recommendation platforms; Professional social networks; Location-based services

Source: Bain analysis

**Figure 2:** Native digital models are pervasive with the ubiquity of smartphones

- **Percentage of consumers by generation, by type of media in developed markets**
  - Entertainment: Generation #hashtag: 15%; Digitized consumers: 38%; Analog die-hards: 47%
  - Publishing: Generation #hashtag: 35%; Digitized consumers: 31%; Analog die-hards: 34%
  - Service: Generation #hashtag: 9%; Digitized consumers: 54%; Analog die-hards: 37%

- **Percentage of consumers who own smartphones, by generation, in developed markets**
  - Generation #hashtag: 83%
  - Digitized consumers: 74%
  - Analog die-hards: 67%

Note: Developed markets include France, Germany, Sweden, UK and US
Source: Bain Global Media Consumer Survey, 2015 (n=2,500)
ciation of America, and even surging ahead of digital downloading in France, according to the Syndicat National de l’édition Phonographique.

The written word shows a more contrasted pace of change as few people outside the US and UK take up digital books, resulting in an overall penetration of 38% across developed countries, while online news reaches staggering digital penetrations of 89% across the same markets. In news, 31% of developed market consumers aged 15 to 25 rely primarily on native services such as Twitter, Reddit or BuzzFeed at the expense of traditional news outlets. Overall, about a third of readers belong to Generation #hashtag across developed and developing markets.

Services are also rapidly becoming a native-first space. Our survey reveals the widespread adoption of digital services across the categories of local (including classifieds, restaurants and home services), housing, jobs and travel. Native models are ramping up fast as Generation #hashtag flocks to sharing and mobile champions such as Airbnb and BlaBlaCar in travel, Yelp and Uber in local, and LinkedIn for job search. While millennials led the charge in entertainment, services show a surprisingly even pace of change across generations. People over 30 have switched faster for housing searches, with more than 30% using native digital formats compared with younger consumers’ 20%, suggesting adoption comes from power users as much as new consumer cohorts (see Figure 4).

A new monetization map for the industry

With new platforms come renewed hopes for consumers who will pay, and here there is hope. While advertiser-supported models remain prevalent, consumers adopt the full spectrum of digital monetization models—including single purchases, subscriptions and micropayments. Our survey also found that, contrary to conventional wisdom, younger customers are more willing to part with cash across a range of payment models despite their slimmer wallets and access to illegal alternatives (see Figure 5).
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**Figure 4:** Core customers often move first—even senior cohorts can be trailblazers

Mobile platforms are key to success here, given their built-in user bases with registered credit card details from Apple, Amazon or PayPal. As these large, partially closed ecosystems take over from the more open approaches that prevailed in the desktop web era, some of the friction and fear around payments is disappearing. Our survey clearly indicates that mobile-equipped consumers in developed markets are more likely to pay for digital native content, which may partly explain why younger cohorts, who are more prone to use their smartphones to experience media content, appear more comfortable with consumer-pay models (see Figure 6).

Yet for all their positive momentum, native monetization approaches have a long way to go before catching up with revenue levels of older media such as CDs or boxed video games. The music industry already experienced a drop in average revenue per user (ARPU) of more than half between the physical and digitized waves as the online distribution of MP3s led to the unbundling of the album format. Many fear free streaming models will push ARPUs even lower. That outcome isn’t certain: With Spotify leading the charge and powerful platforms such as Apple and Google entering the fray, streaming services are attempting to pivot to subscription models with their higher ARPUs—close to those last seen in the CD era (see Figure 7).

For this much-needed evolution to succeed, media companies will need to strike a delicate balance between getting users to adopt native models and getting them to pay for them. Today, about 25% of Spotify users pay for the service, half the proportion necessary to match the ARPUs of download services such as iTunes in Western markets. With the introduction of new paid services offering better sound quality, curation accuracy or content exclusives, the industry appears to be rallying behind this objective, but only time will tell if enough users sign on to make these models viable.

In developing markets, native services have a lower bar to reach since the penetration and market size of previous media waves has been more modest. Even the pros-
### Figure 5: Consumers adopt the full monetization spectrum brought by native platforms

- **Percentage of respondents by digital monetization models used (developed markets)**

  - **AVOD online**
  - **AVOD catch-up TV**
  - **SVOD**
  - **TVOD**

  - **Video**: All ages
  - **Music**: All ages
  - **Games**: All ages

  - **Unit sales**
  - **Subscription**
  - **Freemium/advertiser-pay**

  Notes: Developed markets include France, Germany, Sweden, UK and US; TVOD=television on demand, including single downloads and rentals; AVOD=advertising video on demand, including catch-up TV and online streaming; SVOD=subscription video on demand

  Source: Bain Global Media Consumer Survey, 2015 (n=2,500)

### Figure 6: Native users are willing to pay the price for convenient access to the content they need

- **Penetration of digital consumer-pay models among those who do and do not own smartphones, in developed markets**

  - **Owning**
  - **Not owning**

  - **Video**
  - **Music**
  - **Games**

  - **Unit sales**
  - **Subscription**
  - **Multiple models**

  Notes: Developed markets include France, Germany, Sweden, UK and US; TVOD=television on demand, including single downloads and rentals; SVOD=subscription video on demand

  Source: Bain Global Media Consumer Survey, 2015 (n=2,500)
Overall, the monetization of native models remains a work in progress as native players explore new ways to raise revenue from users, advertisers and supply partners. As they learn, they are building scale, counting on the network effects to gain control of market share. Traditional models reached high ARPUs with user bases in the hundreds of thousands to tens of millions. Native platforms such as YouTube and King have much lower ARPUs but hundreds of millions of users (see Figure 9). Therefore, many adopt a “landgrub” mindset, reinvesting proceeds into expansion. Netflix focused first on big markets and now strives for global coverage. Uber has made its dizzying expansion pace a distinguishing feature of its model: In its first five years, it entered more than 300 cities in 58 countries, taking competitors (and regulators) by storm.

Yet pure high-scale, low-value models may not prevail forever. Early signs show that to reach full potential, even the champions of scale are looking to introduce premium services through proven recipes. For example, some music services rely on human curation rather than pure...
**Figure 8:** Services—premium digitized and scale native models competing in the same verticals

Average monthly revenue per user (2014)

Note: Arithmetic average between monthly revenue per user of different players in each service vertical
Sources: Annual reports, press releases, Bain analysis

**Figure 9:** Native models are pursuing global leadership, challenging historical leaders for scale

Average monthly revenue per user, subscriber or household (2014, retail value net of value-added tax)

Sources: Annual reports, press releases, press articles, Bain analysis
algorithms to foster usage and differentiate from algorithm-based, free offers. YouTube, a leading champion of algorithmic curation, uses a human editorial touch for its YouTube Kids app, targeting a highly attractive but very sensitive demographic. Netflix’s CEO announced in July 2015 that the service’s subscription price would increase over time to fund the production of original content—an announcement received with a double-digit share price increase. Just as traditional players need to embrace native models, native players may also have to learn some of the old dogs’ tricks.

Success will require more arrows in the monetization quiver. While traditional models relied mostly on either consumer or advertiser pay, digital native platforms have broadened and blurred the model, creating a richer but more complex monetization map (see Figure 10).

- “Freemium” models have allowed music platforms to take off and made titans of fledgling video game start-ups.

- Crowdfunding has reshaped independent production, even for well-known figures such as filmmaker Spike Lee and TV host Chris Hansen. It allows Sony to help develop cult classic video games such as Shenmue III while letting fans take on the financial risk.

- In publishing, the lines between content and advertising have blurred as websites such as BuzzFeed let advertisers contribute or even write “listicles” and other content, while bloggers monetize their followers through product placement and endorsement, pushing the UK’s Advertising Standards Authority to introduce new rules on disclosure and transparency.

- Service companies such as LinkedIn or Leboncoin create dual monetization models, hedging their core business across business-to-consumer and business-to-business markets.

Finally, data permeates this new landscape, with content owners, service providers, publishers, platforms,
agencies and advertisers seeking to concurrently buy, sell and leverage it.

**A playbook for the native digital era**

Mastering the new monetization map for the native digital era will require a deep capabilities upgrade, with an emphasis on five imperatives.

**Rethink content strategy**

From short videos for mobile phones to hours-long livestreams, media companies need to build content for the world we live in today rather than translate old recipes to new screens. The supply-driven paradigm of physical media has come to an end. Successful content is user-influenced, if not user-generated. Here, entertainment and publishing companies can learn from service players, which have become masters at growing audiences and building business models based on user engagement and contributions.

Leading players are not standing still. The continued dominance of film and music majors, for instance, is as much a testament to their adaptability to new models as to the resilience of their old recipes. Disney’s investment in Maker Studio, Warner Bros. investing in Machinima, Nintendo striking a long-term deal with freemium video game maker DeNA and Condé Nast acquiring Reddit are only a few examples of old guard trying to master new content formats. New models are invented every year, and they all require tough decisions: For example, the jury is still out on Amazon’s $1 billion valuation for Twitch, the fast-growing video game spectating service now competing directly with YouTube’s own gaming service. Yet bandwidth limitations will not protect video from native digital change forever, and leading players in TV and video are well aware of the need to embrace such new formats.

In addition, content strategies should account for the growing share of global revenue from developing markets and their tremendous potential in the native digital space. Hollywood’s new fascination with villains blowing up Asian cities, along with the more traditional assaults on New York City and the Golden Gate Bridge, is a sign of this shift and the critical need to reach a global audience.

Aspiring worldwide leaders will need a strategy to react to the rapid growth of Bollywood and Nigeria’s Nollywood, of Latin American telenovelas, of K-pop and many other local trends with powerful regional influence, now unleashed on digital native platforms.

**Secure distribution routes**

In an increasingly overcrowded digital space, the old paradigm that “good content will always sell” may no longer hold true. How can providers cut through the clutter in a mobile world where any app that doesn’t make it onto a smartphone’s first two screens risks falling into oblivion? How can they get noticed on social networks where consumers are constantly solicited by friends, strangers, publishers and advertisers alike?

Securing the right distribution to ensure that great content finds its consumers is all the more critical as audiences become increasingly fragmented across media and platforms. And building relationships with the dominant platforms—whether Apple, Google, Facebook, Amazon or Tencent—is a paramount but difficult task. Increasingly daunted by the revenue share such platforms demand from content and service partners to access their unique reach, many try to create alternatives—for instance, by developing or acquiring their own platform or securing deals with narrower, independent platforms with which they hope to secure more favorable deal terms. In the end, few can afford to bypass existing global ecosystems entirely, and most will have to develop a balanced portfolio of distribution channels, optimizing for reach and value. Striking the right equilibrium will become one of the distinctive capabilities of leading content and service publishers.

**Embrace the new rules of advertising**

Digital advertising has already overtaken TV advertising in the UK and could do so in France and the US over the next two to three years. Just as content shifts from digitized to native digital formats, advertising is evolving, too. Early digital advertising formats such as display banners are still around, but they represent a mature if not declining space—that is, when consumers are not actively preventing their appearance by running ad-blocking...
software. In their stead, native digital formats (mobile, social and so on), some of which are woven into the content feeds consumers are seeking online, are thriving and have become essential growth drivers for platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Snapchat.

As top marketers embrace digital not only for direct marketing but also branding campaigns, such new formats are setting new rules for the advertising market overall: Individual targeting, social engagement, measurability and return on investment (ROI) have joined (sometimes replaced) reach and affinity in the advertiser handbook.

In this changing advertising landscape, traditional players compete with a new breed of technology experts with advanced and rapidly improving analytical and programming skills. As individual data and geo-targeting become paramount, telcos and other infrastructure players that relay the very signal carrying the advertising message are also looking to participate in the growing digital advertising pie. Verizon’s $4.4 billion buyout of AOL, now a leading global advertising solution provider, illustrates both these dynamics. The interest from major telcos in mobile ad-blocking technologies, such as the one developed by Israeli start-up Shine, also points to mobile operators gearing up for the digital advertising arms race.

As marketing becomes ever larger and programmatic, it is becoming harder to maximize the monetization of audiences without ceding some control to these new masters of advertising through partnerships or investing in this space to regain control. Those who fail to make good use of analytics will also fail to make the most of their audience.

Capture and make good use of consumer data

In a demand-driven economy, deep insight into consumer behavior is more critical than ever. Providers have to tailor content to fast-evolving trends. Advertisers demand precise targeting and ROI measurement. Online media stores depend on recommendations for the next purchase. Customer profiling and saved payment information at the ready is the best way to drive impulse purchases through microtransactions by allowing providers to generate relevant, timely consumer triggers and minimize payment friction.

Consumer data comes easily to most native players, which receive huge amounts of demographic and behavioral data through their customers’ accounts. Netflix’s use of consumer data, Zynga’s reliance on A/B testing in its content and user interface strategy and Google’s use of consumer data to increase its revenue per ad represent three well-known successful use cases. For traditional players, moving into the native space allows them not only to follow consumers and advertisers into new markets but also to access the wealth of information they bring. HBO’s launch of HBO Now and Sky’s Now TV allow them not only to gain share in the streaming market but also to correct the data collection imbalance. Vivendi’s purchase of online video service Dailymotion is another way for a traditional player to access vast amounts of consumer data gathered by a global native video platform.

Acquiring a platform may be a fast (if expensive) way to access customer data, but it’s neither necessary nor sufficient on its own. Media companies need to develop incentives for consumers to provide their data willingly, and they can reinforce this exchange by rewarding customers who do so. Some mobile video games award virtual currency when players sign up via Facebook, which gives them access to a wide range of data about their preferences, online habits and sometimes even friends. TripAdvisor incentivizes anonymous visitors to log in with additional features such as more personalized search and multi-device sync. A third option is to purchase or trade data: A vast ecosystem of information gatherers and sellers has emerged, allowing advertisers, publishers and others to buy, sell and share consumer data.

Regardless of how media companies obtain data, they should exercise caution in how they store and use it. More consumers are concerned about the ways companies gather and store information about them, challenging media companies’ ability to collect and use data to support both advertising and consumer-pay models.

Our survey found that fewer people are willing to share personal information than they were a few years ago.
Revisit the M&A toolkit

All four above-mentioned levers represent a significant capability upgrade and cultural shift. While many have tried to use M&A as a way to speed up this process, the history of digital transformations is littered with examples of failed acquisitions and value destruction through high premiums and poor execution. The issue is all the more critical as native champions, well known for reinvesting profits into future growth, trade at consistently higher multiples (see Figure 11).

Traditional media executives are more accustomed to the tyranny of quarterly calls and analyst scrutiny on profits. They will need to set up specific approaches to digital M&A, both in terms of deal making—for example, how to value young companies—and integration. The latter remains a particularly thorny issue: Integrate the digital wizards too close to the core business, and cultures may clash with new talent fleeing; leaving them out on their own risks failing to see any synergies ma-

Figure 11: Are the days of data capture numbered as educated consumers demand reasons to opt in?

- Developed markets include France, Germany, UK, US and Sweden; developing markets include Russia, Brazil, China, India and South Africa
- Source: Bain Global Media Consumer Survey, 2015
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**Figure 12:** Embracing the digital landgrab: Markets value growth in a rapidly globalizing industry

The next generation is around the corner

Generation #hashtag and the breadth of native digital models it favors grew out of a wave of always-on devices born in the last decade with the smartphone boom. This is only the beginning. New devices are already emerging that will bring their own disruptive user experiences and formats. Whether virtual reality champion Oculus, now a Facebook company, will revolutionize how people watch the latest blockbuster at home, beat their high score or visit their next home remains to be seen. Microsoft’s augmented reality project HoloLens may bring Minecraft to coffee tables, or Mars to NASA’s meeting rooms. The next iteration of Google’s Glass project or Apple’s watch may bring a more convincing case for wearable devices. As device size and use cases diverge further away from legacy formats, now more than ever, media companies must adopt a native-digital-first mindset rather than digitizing existing content and business models.

---

1 We surveyed 7,000 media consumers about their viewing, listening, reading and gaming habits in 10 countries (Brazil, China, France, Germany, India, Russia, Sweden, South Africa, the UK and the US).
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